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Global perspectives can contribute to our understandings of any one nation’s laws and decisions. In this light, America’s educational landmark, *Brown v. Board of Education*, matters not just for the United States but around the world. Inside the United States, a cottage industry of academic scholars studies the influence of *Brown* where the decision’s impact reaches well beyond racial desegregation of schools. The litigation has by now a well-known and complicated relationship to actual racial integration within American schools, as the case perhaps exacerbated tensions and slowed otherwise gradual reform, and perhaps at the same time galvanized the social movement enabling major legislative and social change—producing notable change in the racial composition of schools by the 1970s, and yet further backlash and shifts returning schools to considerable racial separation by 2004.

In my recent book, I argue that *Brown v. Board of Education* may have more influence on racial justice outside the context of schooling, more influence on schooling outside the context of racial integration, and more significance to law outside of both race and schooling. Inside the United States, *Brown’s* rejection of “separate but equal” schools spurred the end of segregation in retail stores, theaters, swimming pools, and employment, though often only after a struggle and legislative or litigated reforms. The reported attitudes of white Americans toward African-Americans and day-to-day interracial relations at work and in families have shifted notably toward acceptance, though hierarchy and

---

discrimination remain, sometimes subtly and sometimes not. Brown’s influence inside schools but outside of the context of race has profoundly altered the discussions and treatment of gender, disability, language, ethnicity, and national origin, with further changes in the treatments of students whose sexual orientation, religion, economic class, or status as Native Hawai’ians or Native Americans has affected their educational and life opportunities. Well beyond schooling, Brown and the efforts surrounding it created the model for social and legal reforms in the United States on behalf of girls and women, persons with disabilities, members of religious minorities, and advocates for economic justice and environmental protection and other issues.

But new insights emerge from locating the case in global contexts. Locating the case in the world requires tracing the influence of Cold War politics on the decision and identifying its relevance to issues of intergroup relations and law reform in other nations. This kind of study can offer insight into the promise and limitations of law-led school reform and the relative power of universal human rights norms and local doctrines and politics. Controversial in many quarters when decided, Brown is now widely viewed as great, accurate, and just—and as a touchstone for political and legal movements for justice around the world. Taking a global perspective offers potential lessons for students of law and social change here and elsewhere. To explore Brown v. Board in global perspective, I look first at the global dimensions of Brown itself and then consider its promise and limitations as highlighted by struggles in other countries. Yet from the perspective of other nations, the decision in Brown is notable not only as a symbol for challenging inequality but also as a warning. Four areas in particular emerge as problems or gaps with Brown: (1) it represents an equality norm that requires proof of

7. See MINOW, supra note *, at 33–108.
intentional discrimination—which does not address de facto segregation or racial hierarchy that lacks easy proof of specific discriminatory intent; (2) intersectional or plural forms of “difference” and discrimination require more conceptual, legal, and political resources than were mustered in Brown; (3) group identities cherished by individuals who have faced oppression can be jeopardized by a focus on integration and “sameness” launched by Brown’s assault on “separate but equal,” and hence struggles for equality must tackle the relative importance of undoing group hierarchy as well as discrimination against individuals as members of groups; and (4) the risks of backlash against and resistance to court-ordered social change include not only specific failures but also potential jeopardy to respect for law, and the work for social and political change beyond litigation remains crucial. After identifying global dimensions of Brown and its echoes in other nations, I will explore these risks through a case study and further reflections.\textsuperscript{10}

II. BROWN’S OWN GLOBAL DIMENSIONS

The global dimensions of Brown v. Board of Education arose even before the Supreme Court announced its decision in 1954. Swedish economist Gunnar Myrdal’s work, commissioned in 1944 by the Carnegie Corporation, which turned to a distinguished non-American for an unbiased view of American race relations, supplied a searing indictment of America’s treatment of the “Negro,” and his An American Dilemma became a key citation along with other social science research in the Court’s famous footnote 11.\textsuperscript{11} As the United States tried to position itself as a leader in human rights and supporter of the United Nations, the Cold War concerns of President Eisenhower’s Republican administration pressed for ending both official segregation and the terror of lynching and cross burnings. Seeking to elevate the American image in the fight between the United States and the Soviet Union over influence in the “Third World,” the State Department consulted with the Department of Justice, which decided to argue to the Supreme Court in favor of ending racially segregated schools in part to terminate a Soviet critique of the United States and help combat global communism.\textsuperscript{12} Secretary of State

\textsuperscript{10} See infra Parts IV–V (discussing D.H. and Others v. Czech Republic and human rights law).


\textsuperscript{12} See MARY L. DUDZIAK, COLD WAR CIVIL RIGHTS: RACE AND THE IMAGE OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY (2000), and the discussion in chapter one. See also Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Brown v. Board of Education in International Context, 36 COLUM. HUM. RTS.
Dean Acheson described the attacks on the United States concerning discrimination against minority groups in a letter later included in the amicus brief for the United States in *Brown v. Board of Education*. In that amicus brief, the Attorney General told the Court: “The existence of discrimination against minority groups in the United States has an adverse effect upon our relations with other countries. Racial discrimination furnishes grist for the Communist propaganda mills, and it raises doubts even among friendly nations as to the intensity of our devotion to the democratic faith.”

African-American civil rights leader and journalist Roger Wilkins later recalled that ending official segregation also became urgent as official segregation greeted black ambassadors coming to Washington, D.C., as well as to the United Nations in New York City. The Voice of America reported the decision in *Brown* around the globe, and the decision was much discussed in Europe, Africa, and South America.

After the decision, *Brown* had striking reverberations outside the United States. It became a touchstone in struggles for equal opportunity and movements against group-based discrimination in many countries, and its rejection of separate but equal as an adequate approach to racial equality inspired challenges to—and debates over—other legal regimes deploying separation of groups. The movement for international human rights took up condemnation of racially-based segregation, which explicitly refers to the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination adopted by the United Nations in 1965 and ratified by a sufficient number of nations by 1969 to take force, although Southern white opposition delayed ratification by the

---

14. *Id.* at 6.
United States until 1994. Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Israel Aharon Barak cited Brown in rejecting the refusal by Israel’s land administration to grant Arabs the right to build homes as unacceptable “separate but equal” treatment. Advocates pursuing equal opportunity and social change in Northern Ireland, South Africa, India, and Eastern Europe have found in Brown v. Board of Education a reference point for their own struggles. The case and the struggle behind it have served as an evocative reference point in many nations even for initiatives addressing social hierarchy and exclusion without connection to race. Brown echoes in efforts to tackle divided educational systems in Northern Ireland and South Africa, exclusion of girls and students with disabilities from educational opportunities in many societies around the world—and explicit references to Brown arise in domains beyond immediate analogies to racial desegregation. Although single-sex education is common and unquestioned in many parts of the world, concern to ensure that separate instruction for girls and boys is actually equal echoes post-Brown arguments outside the United States. Because equal educational opportunity is both a symbol of and a practical avenue toward recognizing the equal worth of all individuals, the struggle to achieve equal educational opportunity has resonated especially in societies of marked social inequality and group-based exclusions.

III. BROWN AS A TOUCHSTONE FOR OTHER NATIONS

Although questions of influence produce debates among many who study comparative law and social movements, even casual conversations with lawyers in South Africa identify Brown as a source of inspiration over many decades. The history of racial separation mandated by law emerged in South Africa later than it did in the United States and


19. See Lester, supra note 12, at 460 (discussing British law permitting single-sex schooling while ensuring equal educational opportunity); Razia Ismail Abbasi, What Has Changed for Girls in India in the Decade Since Beijing and Cairo?, BERNARD VAN LEER FOUND. (June 2004), http://www.bernardvanleer.org/files/crc/3.C%20Razia_Ismail_Abbasi%28Womens_Coalition%29.pdf.

actually intensified around the time of Brown. The apartheid regime segregated students by race since 1905 and deliberately excluded black South Africans from real educational opportunities. Hendrik F. Verwoerd, then-Senator and later Prime Minister, shaped the Bantu Education Act of 1953 to enforce segregation at all levels of education in the country. He explained, "There is no place for [the African] in the European community above the level of certain forms of labour. It is of no avail for him to receive a training which has as its aim, absorption in the European community... Education must train people in accordance with their opportunities in life, according to the sphere in which they live." 21 By the 1970s, per capita spending in schools for black students constituted one-tenth of the resources allocated to white schools. 22 In 1958, Britain’s Prime Minister Harold Macmillan cited Brown while critiquing apartheid in an address to South Africa’s Parliament. 23

During the 1970s, two lawyers who worked closely with Thurgood Marshall on Brown v. Board of Education assisted lawyers in South Africa in developing judicial strategies to terminate apartheid. 24 Brown and the litigation strategy behind it helped to demonstrate that law itself could be used to challenge the legal imposition of racial segregation in South Africa as well as in the United States—and that the development of a sustained, organized strategy would be crucial to this effort. After the fall of apartheid and the creation of a new constitutional regime, the South African Constitutional Court has repeatedly cited Brown v. Board of Education in cases. For the case of In re The School Education Bill of 1995, the Court relied on Brown in discussing the important role of education in developing and maintaining a democratic society, but reflected the history of South Africa and the global human rights movement in rejecting the claim that the government had a constitutional duty to establish or fund Afrikaans schools while recognizing the right of private groups to maintain such schools. 25 One author argues that the tensions

23. Lester, supra note 12, at 459.
over school desegregation and affirmative action in the United States influenced drafters of the South African Constitution in their decision to shield remedial uses of racial categories from constitutional challenge. Chief Justice Arthur Chaskalson, the first leader of the Constitutional Court created after the fall of apartheid, has offered his own reflections on the influence of Brown in helping South Africa pursue civil rights and in some ways surpass the United States in its commitments.

Outside of the context of schools and racial discrimination, the South African Constitutional Court pointed to Brown v. Board of Education to illustrate judicial power to issue injunctive relief. This occurred in that court's landmark decision rejecting governmental failure to distribute the drug nevirapine to HIV-positive pregnant women as a violation of the constitutional right to health. In recent years, the South African Constitutional Court has continued to make reference to Brown and other U.S. precedents, but increasingly with disagreement rather than


accord, and the American system rarely refers to decisions from South Africa, or for that matter, other foreign nations.  

In Northern Ireland, Brown has been a touchstone for reform in recent years. Education in Northern Ireland has long been divided between “controlled” schools, which are government run, with Protestant roots, and serve about fifty percent of the students, and “managed schools,” which are maintained by Catholic organizations and educate about forty-five percent of the children. Historically, these separate school systems each taught a version of regional history from their point of view, and as a result, the schools contributed to rather than reduced tensions and violence during “the Troubles” from the 1960s, and continuing even after the Belfast agreement of 1998.

A group of parents started the Northern Ireland Council for Integrated Education as a voluntary organization to develop schools that bring together students from the two communities. Aiming ultimately for government support, the movement for integrated schools started in the 1980s. With government aid for the Northern Ireland Council for Integrated Education, the effort allows parents to launch new integrated schools and also developed a procedure by which parents could vote to convert an existing school into an integrated school.  

The Department of Education will provide support to such schools only after they develop acceptable enrollment and a preschool waiting list. By 2009, the integrated education movement, with aid from English charitable trusts, had produced nineteen integrated nursery schools, forty-one integrated primary schools, and twenty integrated second-level colleges—reaching barely five percent of the population. These schools give general instruction

---

29. See Kende, supra note 26, at ix–x.


in Christianity rather than choosing Protestantism or Catholicism.\(^3\) The program at the integrated schools specifically aims at fostering mutual respect, respecting equality, and involving parents, and undertakes efforts toward these ends, rather than simply mixing the students.\(^3\) Reflecting the social science research that supported and assessed *Brown v. Board of Education*,\(^3\) a steady stream of social science studies examines the effects of contact on intergroup attitudes and relationships in Northern Ireland and largely suggests positive effects from contact.\(^3\) Across the country, integrated schools have generated considerable parental demand, with long waiting lists.\(^3\) Perhaps having a strategy of integrating schools only with supportive parents, and starting such schools on a small scale, has ensured from the start a base of support rather than conflict over these schools—even before the larger community conflict quieted down.

With a decade of relative peace following a process producing political power-sharing, Northern Ireland experienced a spike in intergroup violence in March 2009. The murder of a Northern Irish police officer in Ulster followed two days after the murders of two British soldiers, and a resurgence of terror by dissident groups wracked the region.\(^3\) Johann Hari, a local journalist, warned that the peace process had only occurred at the top, among politicians, without touching the distrust and


\[\text{35. For analysis of the social science work leading to and following Brown, see MINOW, supra note *, at 138–68.}\]


roots of violence in the community.\textsuperscript{39} Hari wrote that “Northern Ireland needs its own equivalent to \textit{Brown v[.] Board of Education}.”\textsuperscript{40} Citing a six-year study by Queen’s University, Hari noted that individuals who attended the integrated schools were “significantly more likely” to oppose sectarianism, had more friends across the divide, and identified as “Northern Irish,” rather than British or Irish.\textsuperscript{41}

Hari stressed that “[i]t’s difficult to caricature people you’ve known since you were a child: great sweeping hatreds are dissolved by the grey complexity of individual human beings,” and marveled that eighty-two percent reported that they personally support the idea of integrated schooling; fifty-five percent of parents say the only reason their kids do not attend an integrated school is because they cannot get into one.\textsuperscript{42}

Obstructing school integration, in Hari’s view, is the domination of the school system by religious sectarians, both Catholic and Protestant, but declining school-aged populations would pressure schools to merge. Taking one more page from U.S. history, this British journalist concluded, “Who knows—a hefty push for school integration could yield, in a few decades, a Northern Irish Obama, carrying both sides in his veins.”\textsuperscript{43}

IV. INFLUENCE AND LIMITATIONS: EASTERN EUROPEAN TREATMENT OF ROMA CHILDREN AND THE CASE OF \textit{D.H. AND OTHERS}

In Eastern Europe, the Roma are the largest, poorest minority group across the region and are subjected to varied forms of social and political
One survey of social attitudes in three European countries found that seventy-eight percent of those responding held negative views of Roma. With roots traced to Northern India, local languages with mixtures of Sanskrit and European languages, and centuries of seminomadic living in tribes and clans, many identified as Roma populations have long lived at the margins of communities in Europe, and their members typically have low levels of employment and little formal education. After the end of communism and with the increasing integration of Europe, a clash between the social marginalization of Roma individuals and normative commitments to equality and free movement of peoples accelerated in the countries in Eastern Europe and then in Western Europe as well.

Roma communities are typically not only impoverished but also widely viewed by their host societies as "others," unable to be assimilated. Some people blame Roma individuals and communities for increased crime following the collapse of Communist regimes. When Eastern European countries applied for membership in the European Union, public attention turned to the economic and social disadvantages experienced by Roma in those countries—and fears of a flood of Roma immigrants to Western Europe. National governments, the European Union, and nongovernmental organizations identified problems surrounding Roma communities and launched reform initiatives. Preservation of minority cultures and languages would not do much to address the poverty and segregation of Roma communities.

44. Also called gypsies, the Roma are part of a larger group called Romani, and with other groups known as Sinti and Kale. See Angus Fraser, The Gypsies 2 (2d ed. 1995); The Gypsies of Eastern Europe 3 (David Crowe & John Kolstø eds., 1991); István Pogáncs, Minority Rights and the Roma of Central and Eastern Europe, 6 Hum. Rts. L. Rev. 1, 3 n.9 (2006). See generally Peter Sandelin, The Roma of Serbia and Montenegro, in The Forgotten Minorities of Eastern Europe: The History and Today of Selected Ethnic Groups in Five Countries 163 (Arno Tanner ed., 2004); Arno Tanner, The Roma of Ukraine and Belarus, in The Forgotten Minorities of Eastern Europe, supra, at 69.


47. See Devroye, supra note 45, at 83.
48. Tanner, supra note 46.
49. Pogáncs, supra note 44, at 22.
The Open Society Institute launched and ran the Roma Participation Program between 1997 and 2007, aimed to support grassroots efforts and reforms to improve the inclusion and status of Roma populations. With Open Society Institute support, the European Roma Rights Centre in Budapest, Hungary in 1999 joined with lawyers, including Czech attorney David Strupek, to challenge the placement of Roma students in schools for students with mental or learning disabilities in the Czech Republic with the effect that most Roma children attended these and not the mainstream schools. Advocates working on behalf of the Roma students explicitly discussed Brown v. Board of Education and the movement surrounding it in launching what is now known as the D.H. case, litigation that since 1999 itself became the centerpiece of the Roma rights movement, pursuing litigation and law reform. Styled as a complaint by eighteen students, the case of D.H.—like the cases combined into Brown v. Board of Education—focused on systematic discrimination and mindsets perpetuating second-class status for an entire group of people. Lawyers from the United States, Great Britain, and many European nations contributed to the advocacy strategy and commentary about it.

After the Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic dismissed the suit, lawyers filed a new complaint with similar allegations before the European Court of Human Rights and alleged violations of the guarantee under the European Convention on Human Rights ensuring freedom from racial discrimination in education. Here, Brown's framework

---


56. See Application to the European Court of Human Rights, supra note 51, § 4.
proved insufficient, for it focused on official intentional segregation—the statutes and government directives assigning black and white children to separate schools. In *D.H.*, the lawyers argued instead that the Czech practices produced de facto segregation on the basis of race, with Roma students largely assigned to the special schools for students with disabilities and not regular primary schools used by the majority of the population. The allegation of indirect discrimination depended upon a claim that the practice of placement in the special schools had a disproportionate and negative impact on the Roma community. Hence, the case turned to social patterns and statistical evidence. Studies showed that a Roma child was twenty-seven times more likely to be placed in these special schools than other children; Roma students composed between fifty and seventy percent of the students in the special schools although they make up about two percent of the population. The complaint also argued that the special schools used an inferior curriculum that prevented students attending those schools from transferring back to the regular primary schools or gaining sufficient background to pursue any secondary schooling other than vocational education.

Before the European Court of Human Rights, the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic defended its practices by reference to the individualized assessments of each child’s intellectual capacity prior to placement and by indicating that parents of Roma children tended to have a negative view toward school work. The Roma complainants responded that the process placing students into special schools relied on unreliable intelligence testing with no accommodation of the linguistic and cultural backgrounds of the Roma students, who often had insufficient command of the Czech language. In 2000, the European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance observed that Roma children were channeled into special schools in a quasi-automatic fashion, and attributed poor performance on the placement tests in part to the fact that most Roma children did not attend kindergarten. While the litigation unfolded, the government adjusted its testing methods to be more responsive to the Roma students’ cultural backgrounds but yielded little change in results.

58. *Id.* at 64 (citing data supplied by the applicants, based on questionnaires sent to head teachers).
61. *Id.* at 69.
62. *Id.* at 70.
The Second Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights rejected the claims, but then on review, the Grand Chamber in 2007 ruled by a vote of 13–4 in favor of the Roma applicants. The Grand Chamber found that the special schools offered an often inferior curriculum, diminishing educational and employment prospects, and concluded that the placement in special schools likely increased stigma for Roma children; the court emphasized that “segregated education denies both the Roma and non-Roma children the chance to know each other and to learn to live as equal citizens.” The court noted that regular schools showed reluctance to accept Roma students, and acknowledged that Roma parents often “favoured the channeling of Roma children to special schools, partly to avoid abuse from non-Roma children in ordinary schools and isolation of the child from other neighbourhood Roma children, and partly owing to a relatively low level of interest in education.” Citing research from the United States about racial inequity in special education, and noting the negative effects of early tracking, the Grand Chamber relied centrally on article 14 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms which states, “The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in [the] Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such


64. The decision is notable in clarifying that, at least in the context of education, the European Convention on Human Rights applies not only to cases of individual discrimination but also to systemic discrimination; that a prima facie case of discrimination can be shown through evidence of disproportionately negative effects on one racial group in the application of an apparently neutral rule; that statistical evidence can show such a prima facie case; and that upon the showing of a prima facie case, the burden of proof shifts to the responding party to try to demonstrate that the rule or practice was objectively and reasonably justified. D.H. and Others, 47 Eur. H.R. Rep. at 117–18, 125.

65. Id. at 73.

66. Id. at 72.


as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.  

But it also located its judgment in the context of sources from the Council of Europe, a Czech Republic report under the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, European Community law and practice concerning indirect discrimination and disparate impact, United Nations materials, and, in a set of “other sources,” the United States Supreme Court’s interpretation of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, allowing evidence of disparate racial impact of a test as evidence of racial discrimination.

Breaking new ground, the court accepted “that a general policy or measure that has disproportionately prejudicial effects on a particular group may be considered discriminatory notwithstanding that it is not specifically aimed at that group.” The treatment of the Roma children could not be approved, even though the Czech government argued—rather like the U.S. Supreme Court’s separate-but-equal doctrine in Plessy v. Ferguson—that the separate schools are separate but not inferior.

The court found that a prima facie case of different treatment was established and the Czech government failed to prove an objective and reasonable justification. The psychological tests used to assign the students could not supply such a justification given the risk of bias; the assignment of Roma students to the special schools seemed “quasi-automatic,” and the government failed to take “affirmative action to correct factual inequalities or differences” between Roma and non-Roma children that produced the disproportionately high overrepresentation of Roma children in the special schools, resulting in the less favorable educational treatment of Roma children. The government’s effort to point to the consent of Roma parents to use the special schools and to the needs of the Roma children failed to satisfy the court because the right to

70. Id. at 75–82 (citing recommendation adopted by the Committee of Ministers, Parliamentary Assembly recommendations, and European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance recommendation and reports).
71. Id. at 82–85.
72. Id. at 87–91.
73. Id. at 91–97.
74. Id. at 100 (citing Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 431–32 (1971)).
75. Id. at 117.
78. Id. at 122.
79. Id. at 119, 122–23.
be free from racial discrimination cannot be waived and even if it could be waived, informed consent would be needed and was not shown in this case. Over the emphatic objection on this point by a dissenting judge, the court also acknowledged that the Czech Republic had undertaken more efforts at social and educational integration of Roma children than other European states where as many as half of the Roma children attend no school at all.

The case of *D.H. and Others v. Czech Republic* is itself a landmark decision. As the first time the European Court of Human Rights recognized a national pattern of discrimination, the case made new law in recognizing the principle of indirect discrimination and in finding discrimination on the basis of impact, with no need for evidence of intent. But in addition to the explicit connections between the *D.H. and Others* case and *Brown v. Board of Education* as landmark cases, a further, sobering connection arises as advocates for the Roma express dismay over how little has changed since the decision for the Roma students themselves, much as little changed in terms of racial integration in schools in the decade following *Brown*. Four years after the judgment, Roma continued to be largely segregated in the Czech educational system.

Little changed after *D.H. and Others* in no small measure because the European Court of Human Rights required little by way of remedy. The court refrained from requiring specific reforms, whether statutory or administrative. It did mandate an end to the violation and redress "so far as possible"; it issued modest damages and directed no specific action. There has been little actual effect in the lives of Roma students. In a report dated April 2009, the Czech government continued to describe "academic underachievement" of Roma students rather than discrimination experienced by them. The government renamed the special schools as

80. *Id.* at 123.
81. *See id.* at 128 (Zupančič, J., dissenting).
83. *See Devroye, supra* note 45, at 81.
84. *MINOW, supra note* *, at 181.
87. *Report of the Government of the Czech Republic on General Measures to Execute the Judgment of the European Court of Human Rights in Case No. 57325/00 – D.H. and Others v. the Czech Republic, CZECH MINISTRY EDUC. YOUTH & SPORTS.*
“practical primary schools” but continued to use a curriculum for
students with mental retardation and continued to direct many more
Roma students there than any other students. While the litigation was pending, the Czech legislature formally
abolished the category of special schools and eliminated the explicit
statutory bar to enrollment in academic secondary schools by students in
the special schools, but these changes have had little actual effect. The
special schools remain simply with the new name of practical primary
schools. The legislature created a new category of "socially
disadvantaged" children and allows different education for them than for
other children in the country, and thereby contributes to continuing
separate and stigmatizing treatment of Roma students. Lifting the
explicit bar to entering secondary schools from the separate special
schools, now called practical primary schools, has not altered the practical
barriers posed by entrance exams that leave little chance for transfers,
given the inferior education offered at these separate schools. Fewer
than one percent of Roma students educated in the special schools have
been able to switch to the mainstream school and complete the diploma
that serves as a prerequisite for admission to a university. The vast
majority of schools subject to government surveys had no plans for
integrating students from the special schools into the mainstream


90. The Education Act § 185(3) (Act No. 561/2004) (Czech); see PERSISTENT SEGREGATION, supra note 89.

91. The Education Act § 16(4).
92. See Devroye, supra note 45, at 86–87.
programs, and more than fifty percent of teachers in mainstream schools expressed apprehension over integration of socially disadvantaged children into mainstream education.

The court’s decision offers little specific guidance to tackle this problem. Yet—like Brown v. Board of Education—the case of D.H. and Others v. Czech Republic motivated both backlash and produced negligible changes in actual practice. Two nongovernmental agencies reported that Roma children remain vastly overrepresented in the schools for students with disabilities. The President of the Czech Republic vetoed comprehensive antidiscrimination legislation as unnecessary and poorly drafted, putting the nation at risk of sanctions from the European Union that had required such domestic legislation as a condition on admitting the country to the union; the legislature eventually approved the act over the President’s veto.

A November 2011 report by the Open Society Justice Initiative and European Roma Rights Centre concluded, “To date, there is no evidence of any decrease in the disproportionately high numbers of Romani children being channeled illegally into segregated ‘practical schools.’ Despite some modest movement at the policy level and to a lesser extent at the legal level, the situation for Romani children remains unchanged.”

The adoption of a new implementation plan by the Czech Republic includes no binding commitments and no allocated resources. The persistence of segregated schooling in the face of a court decision may


99. Id.
end up diminishing the respect for law rather than changing the challenged practices. 100

V. LESSONS FROM GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

These examinations of Brown in the world suggest not only its relevance to other parts of the world but also several limitations of the approach to equality the case represents. In particular, Brown assumed and in turn spawned a constitutional jurisprudence that requires proof of intentional discrimination to justify a remedy for asserted violations of the equality norm, which curbs equality efforts here while other nations pursue alternative impact or "indirect discrimination." Brown's focus on binary categories of identity—such as black/white—offers inadequate conceptual resources to address forms of discrimination affecting people because they fall in more than one line of social exclusion or hierarchy; similarly, the focus on freeing individuals from discrimination neglects and potentially puts into jeopardy group identities and experiences cherished by some individuals who battle discrimination. Further, as revealed by the struggles leading up to Brown and the recent disappointment with the return of racial separation in so many U.S. schools, constitutional equality requires much more than court orders. Because legal and social structures install and perpetuate patterns of exclusion, it takes strenuous and sustained legal and social movements to overcome discrimination, including strategies over decades and responses to backlash and resistance to court-ordered social change.

A. Requiring Proof of Governmental Intent To Discriminate Is Insufficient To Tackle Unequal Treatment in Schools and Elsewhere

For the NAACP lawyers pursuing the cases leading up to Brown, government intent arose as an issue only in tackling the claim that the officially-mandated racial segregation in schools could satisfy the demands of equal protection. The segregation was mandated by law. In cases leading up to Brown, the NAACP demonstrated both that the resources spent on schools—including colleges and universities—for black students fell far short of the resources allocated to schools restricted to white students. In the five lawsuits combined at the Supreme Court as Brown v. Board of Education, the NAACP added the argument that racially separate schools were inherently unequal because they installed racial

hierarchy and exclusion in children’s formative experiences, denying black children access to the resources, social networks, and equal regard accorded to white children in the larger society. Implicit always was the role of government as the enforcer of racial segregation, and in later cases, U.S. courts denied remedies in instances where racial separation in schools could be traced to residential patterns, income, or other factors lacking official government action or involving government actions, such as zoning and placement of public housing, that lacked evidence of intention to produce racial subordination.

In ruling for the first time “that a general policy or measure that has disproportionately prejudicial effects on a particular group may be considered discriminatory notwithstanding that it is not specifically aimed at that group,” the European Court in D.H. moved beyond the limits etched by Brown even as it reflected the concerns about stigma, exclusion, and lack of access to the larger community that animated the plaintiffs in Brown. If courts in the United States applied this standard, remedies could emerge in communities where housing and zoning patterns produce racial separation. Ironically, perhaps, the reasoning in D.H. looks behind the stated purposes and defense of the Czech government to look at the statistical patterns and effects of the school assignment policy—the United States encases the requirement of proving intentional discrimination by government actors in equal protection doctrine, regardless of effects. In South Africa, the post-apartheid constitution acknowledges that the status quo embeds racial hierarchy and exclusion across society and hence embraces a proactive constitutional duty to undo these aspects of the prior regime. The enactment of the Reconstruction Amendments following the American Civil War expressed similar affirmative duties on the federal government and the Congress, but in recent years, the Supreme Court has curbed the permitted scope of federal congressional action to address racial inequalities.
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Colorblindness and individual liberty have become more important in U.S. courts even as race-based disparities persist.106

The D.H. case became a legal victory for equality only by moving beyond the requirement of proof of intentional and government-based discrimination. As other nations pursuing civil rights and equality after Brown have rejected the requirement of proving intentional governmental discrimination, Brown becomes less relevant to school reforms. Patterns of inequality and exclusion may involve public policies that work indirectly, leaving no “smoking gun” to demonstrate discrimination, or may reflect decades of private exclusionary choices permitted by government. One commentator notes that in Brazil, strong patterns of racial disparity in education resist reforms in part because “Brazilian race ideology equates segregation with the state-imposed contexts of the United States and South Africa.”107

B. Acknowledging Multiple Identities and Implications for Discrimination

When race and economic class differences converge, attacking differential treatment on one of these dimensions leaves the other to operate. A similar dynamic results when differences of ethnicity and language converge. These, in fact, are lessons of relevance to ongoing patterns of racial differences in American schooling as well as the D.H. case. Yet intersectional issues can complicate legal challenges to discrimination. Opponents can emphasize one dimension while adversaries stress another, when the conjunction is what produces the social issue. Or someone may enjoy a relatively high social status on one dimension—male—but not on another—gay. Or a particular category may obscure subcategories with varied social experiences and internal hierarchies, such as skin color or ethnic origin among African-Americans. More powerful and subtle conceptual tools are needed than those developed in Brown to tackle these issues. If one of the categories—say, race or ethnicity—receives legal protection, and another—say, performance on intelligence tests given in the nonnative language—does not, there should be special attention to indirect forms of exclusion and discrimination.

---

C. Group Identities Matter: Implications for “Separate but Equal”

Group identities cherished by individuals who have faced oppression can be jeopardized by a focus on integration and “sameness” launched by Brown’s assault on separate but equal. Hence, struggles for equality must tackle the relative importance of undoing group hierarchy versus discrimination against individuals as members of groups. Insights from other countries reveal varying attitudes and commitments to group identities and rights, and shed intriguing light on practices and values in the United States.

Unlike the central legal focus on individual rights in the United States, at least some group identities matter and receive protection under law in other systems, including Canada, Europe, India, and Israel. Even when redressing historic exclusions and discrimination, protection for distinctive communities may to some be as or more important than social integration. Equality—and remedies for discrimination—fundamentally calls for equal respect and access to comparable resources. These can be pursued while preserving group membership or by treating group membership as irrelevant and undeserving of recognition or protection. Yet, if the latter course is pursued, people can experience loss of valuable aspects of their experiences. Assimilation—forced or even chosen—can produce its own form of degradation and deprivation.

International legal resources express this concern. For example, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization promulgated a Convention Against Discrimination in Education that simultaneously rejects discrimination impairing equality of treatment in education on the basis of “race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, economic condition or birth” and calls for protection of “separate educational systems or institutions” on the basis of religion or language under some circumstances. Those circumstances include ensuring that separate education is optional, is in keeping with the wishes of the pupil’s parents or legal guardians, and conforms to official standards. Similarly, reflecting the distinctive histories of mistreatment of national minorities in Europe, the Council of Europe Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities
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directs member parties “to promote the conditions necessary for persons belonging to national minorities to maintain and develop their culture, and to preserve the essential elements of their identity, namely their religion, language, traditions and cultural heritage.” In light of these frameworks, equality in schooling could require separate instruction by language or ethnicity rather than integration across those lines. In addition, the Council of Europe seeks to protect and promote traditional languages used by groups within member nations—though not languages of new immigrants—through the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, and specifically calls for making education at all stages from preschool through university available in the affected languages.

Equal treatment may thus focus on protecting individuals from being discriminated against on the basis of group traits, but it may instead call for equal treatment of individuals precisely as members of distinctive groups. Overcoming group-based discrimination could demand treating each child as a distinct individual, entitled to social mobility and full inclusion in the larger society, or instead summon respect for parents and groups of adults whose wish to pass on their own traditions will separate their children from others and may even foreclose social mobility. In countries with multiple languages and cultures, some people may conceive of protection of equality in terms of support for separate schools, organized to preserve and advance distinct languages and cultures, rather than integration of diverse students into common schools. In this light, ending separate but equal is too crude an approach to combating discrimination—especially in addressing students’ religious, ethnic, linguistic, gender, and disability characteristics in schools.
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Debates in the United States over school desegregation would look differently with these themes from global sources, although notable figures in the United States make claims for group recognition and protection in securing equal schooling. For example, Justice Clarence Thomas has defended majority-African-American schools in ways that mirror arguments for Muslim or Jewish schools in France or the Netherlands or even for Afrikaans schools in South Africa. In one opinion, Justice Thomas argued that “it is far from apparent that coerced racial mixing has any educational benefits, much less that integration is necessary to black achievement.” Justice Thomas has also emphasized that because of their “distinctive histories and traditions,” majority-minority schools can function as the center and symbol of African-American communities while offering children examples of independent black leadership and success. Equality thus potentially involves the status of distinct communities as well as the status of individuals. As a result, whether to integrate schools or to preserve schools of distinctive linguistic or cultural groups is a profound challenge even if “equality” is the only operative goal.

For nations with a history of genocide, civil war, or intergroup violence, even contemplation of schools integrating members of different groups is fraught with risk. Asked about prospects for integrating schools across racial and ethnic differences in Iraq, a government official replied, “[W]e would go to war to stop that.” In an experiment in integration, the first such school in Bosnia enrolled students who are Muslim Bosniaks and students who are Catholic Croats, but inside the school, classes
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divide the students by nationality. A journalist explained: “In keeping with the national government’s official stance of separate education—with each student having the ‘right’ to be taught in his or her own language, and to learn his or her own religion and history—the gymnasium separates students according to nationality.” Students do come together for sports and other extracurricular activities—and in a science lab, paid for by a donor who restricted its use to integrated groups of students. A global perspective on these issues is a source for critique in countries, like the United States, that downplay group identity as a legal matter. The global view might illuminate choices made and choices still available.

D. Overcoming Historic and Legally Enforced Inequality Requires Sustained Strategies Beyond Court

Backlash against court-ordered desegregation has not only undermined the implementation of Brown, it has affected the development of constitutional norms, political parties, residential demographics, and elections. Implementation remains a barrier to realizing equality norms even when there are judicial victories—in the United States, in the Czech Republic, and elsewhere. As powerful as Brown stands as the example of successful judicial reform, it grew from decades of planning and mobilization of people and resources. A key lesson from struggles against entrenched inequalities is that historic and legally enforced inequalities require sustained political, social, and economic strategies. Judicial action plays a role and can even be a focal point, but equality requires persistent efforts addressing hearts, minds, structures, and politics.

Fifty years after the Brown decision, Jack Greenberg, one of the NAACP lawyers who served as advocates in and architects of Brown v. Board of Education and carried on the struggle in South Africa and in Eastern Europe, reflected on the issue of resistance. He specifically recalled resistance encountered during early days of the civil rights movement when he tried to appeal to norms and examples from other parts of the world. Greenberg wrote, “In the Sit-In cases, I thought the fact that petitioners would not have been convicted of a crime for sitting and requesting service at a lunch counter anywhere in the British
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Commonwealth or in Western European democracies might be persuasive[,]" but he found both opponents and courts in the United States ignored these arguments.\textsuperscript{124}

We now have a far more interconnected world; perhaps now, locating national experiences in comparison with experiences in other nations will gain more traction if only to help us better understand ourselves. Looking at a domestic constitutional landmark can teach us of its international roots and influences while also identifying new lessons for all who seek justice and equality.
